In a recent paper R. Dudley gave a characterization of those sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables which are /"-compatible for/>^l. In the present note we extend his result into pe{0, 1] and provide some conditions (necessary or sufficient) for /^-compatibility of a sequence of independent random variables not necessarily identically distributed.
Abstract.
In a recent paper R. Dudley gave a characterization of those sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables which are /"-compatible for/>^l. In the present note we extend his result into pe{0, 1] and provide some conditions (necessary or sufficient) for /^-compatibility of a sequence of independent random variables not necessarily identically distributed.
Let {Xn}<^J¿(Q., 8F, P) be a sequence of random variables. If for every element (an) of a complete metric linear spaced of real sequences in which coordinate functionals (an)->am, m = \, 2, • • • , are continuous, the series 2 anXn converges in probability (we shall say in this case that {Xn} is incompatible), then the mapping X-S 3 (an) -J^anXn e Ji(£l, &, P) defines a linear continuous stochastic process on 3C (for basic definitions the reader is referred to [1] , [4] and references given therein). The linearity is clear and the continuity follows from the classical Banach theorem which says that every Borel homomorphism of a complete metric group into a metric is continuous and from a remark that A is a pointwise limit of continuous (because finite-dimensional) hence Borel functions 2ä=i «A. R-Dudley [2] gave a characterization of those sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables which are /"-compatible for/>^l. In this note we extend his result onto/>e(0, 1] and provide a necessary condition for the sequence of independent random variables (not necessarily identically distributed) to be /,,-compatible and the sufficient condition for the same sequence to be /"-compatible for p>0. However it seems that they are rather far from the conditions which are necessary and sufficient simultaneously. = lim inf f <pi\XnA) dP = lim inf E<pi\Xnt\) = L < 00. k J\X"k\iM k Proposition 2. Let <peA2, cp, tp be differentiable with monotone cp', and let xpit)<p~lit)->-0 as /->--r-co in such a way that y>it)qj~1it)t~1eL1iai, co) for some <x>0. In those conditions ifcpiM) lim sup" P{\Xn\=M}-^C, 0_M< 00 ieven more so if{Xn} is upper weakly cp-finite) then lim sup" Eipi\Xn\)<<x>.
Proof. Note that lim sup Expi\Xn\) = lim sup xp'\t\) dFnit) n n J-co + lim sup i Wi\Xn\) dP + lim sup \ rpi\t\) d(F"(i) -1).
n J\Xn\^a n Ja
The second term being bounded by tpia) it is sufficient to evaluate the first and the third ones. We restrict ourselves to the evaluation of the third term (the procedure for the first one is analogous). Integrating by parts we get that lim sup y(t) d(F"(t) -1) In what follows we shall need the following condition for the function 99:
As examples of such a function we may give <p(t)=tv,p>0 Proof. We know that Mv supn P(\X"\>M)<C and we shall check the convergence of all three series in Kolmogorov's theorem. (aA always is supposed to belong to lp. 
